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rltle (type In CAPITAL LETTERS, leave one blank h e  before the text) PELVIMETRIC STUDY OF THE SUSPENSION 
SYSTEM CHANGES IN GENITAL PROLAPSES 

4im of study In ored to ivestigate the changes of the suspension system of pelv~c organs w~th genital prolapses, a 

~elvimetric study on the colpocystographic radios, followed by a biomechanical analysis of the obtamed data, IS 

:arned out 

Methods. The mater~al encompasses 340 genital prolapses and 136 control cases (patients without genital prolapse, 

lifferent age) subjected to colpocystography: first position (contraction of the pelvic diaphragm) and second 

josition (max~mum bearing down). Very well ev~dent markers of pelvic bone system and pe1.i ic organs are arb~trary 

;elected, perm~tting satisfactory pelvimetric measurements (Fig l). 

Fig. l Scheme of the pelvic suspension system in I 

(dotted line) and in I1 pos~tion (full line): 

- A1 ,A2 Pubo-urinry distance; 

- B 1 ,B2 Genito-urinary distance; 

- C 1 ,C2 Genito-sacral distance 

iesults. Byomechanic analysis of the suspension system by study of ~ n d ~ c e s  of elastic oscillations and plastic 

leformat~ons of the investigated parameters demonstrates that its each element shows different detenorat~on, 

:haracteristic for each prolapse element. Such a findlng allowed to elaborate a theory called "Theory of the weakest 

Ink of the suspension system". Namely, deterioration of the weakest lmk of the suspension deterrn~nes the 

levelopment of each prolapse element. 
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sacro-genltal part represents a rigid element, permitting only the pendulum-llke movements. 

Speclfic schemes for each prolapse elements throw another light to the prolapse pathogenes~s and are ver) 

lnterestlng to be presented. In thls way, the spatial demonstration of the suspension system changes wit1 

hysteroprolapses in second colpocystographic positlon 1s presented on Fig.2. Progressive elongation of the sacro. 

genltal part is more evident than of the pubo-urinary part, contrary to very small elongation of the genito-urinry par 

of the suspenslon system. 

For metrlc demonstration, the indices of plastic deformation in maxlmum hysterorpolapses compared to control: 

show that the sacro-genital part is 100% elongated, the pubo-urinary - 50%, but the genito-urinary - of 33%, only. 

Fig 2. Spatial demonstration of 

The suspenslon system changes 

with hysteroprolapses - I1 position. 

D - Control cases 

1 - Hysteroptoses till 30mm 

2 - Hysteroptoses over 3 1mm 

3 - Hysteroceles subtotal 

1 - Hysteroceles total 

3rthermore, from the Fig.2, the directions of the bladder neck and the external uterine orifice dunng processes of 

he descent are Interesting to be noted. 

3nclusion.  Pelvimetric measurements of the suspension system of the pelvic organs clearly demonstrate that its 

:ach element exhlbits different deterioration, characteristic to every specific element of the genital prolapse - or, the 

:hanges of the suspension system determme the development of each prolapse element Consequently, conclusion 

:ould be drawn that role of the suspension pelvic system IS preponderant to that of the sustention system - the later 

:ould only quantify the intensity of changes. 
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